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ABSTRACT 

This note presents new evidence on Finnish property criminality. The 
analysis is based on Earlichls (1973) model; the empirical an~lysis 

makes use af annual Finnish data for the period 1951 - 1986. The 
estimation results strongly support the notion that both the 
appreh~nsion rate and the severity of punishment have a strong 
deterrence effect on larcenies and robberies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The standard framework applied in analyzing the economics of. 
criminal behavior (introduced by Becker (1968)) implies the 
fol1owing type of supply of offences equation in the time domain 
(see e.g. Erlich (1973) for details):1 

(1) CO t = a·O + a· 1P·t + a· 2s· t + a· 3wt + La . . d· t , ., , " ", , J J 

where Ci is the number of offences of type i, Pi is the (expected) 
probability of apprehension to the commitment of cri!ll~·.i, s is the 
(expected) sentence for crime i, w is household wealth and d is a 
vector of socio-economic indicators. 

In the present study this model is estimated from Finnish annual 
data using some alternative dynamic model specifications based on 
equation (1). Thus, we use a simple stochastic difference equation 
(with the lagged.dependent variable as an additional regressor) to 
account for possible habit persistence effects. Alternatively, we 

. utilize the nowadays well-known co-integration technique. Equa~ion 

(1) iS.then used as the point of departure in seaching for the 
co-integrating vector. The final dynamic specification follows the 
familiar error-correction specification. All these models are 
estimated separately for 1 arceni es (1) and robberi es (r). Both the 
OLS, SUR and Huber's (1981) robust M-estimator are used here. 

.. ~ 

Before turning to. the estimation results, some comments on the data 
merit note. c (= 1, r) is measured by thenumber of offences known 
to the police in a given year (exc1uding cases in which no affence 
was actually cammitted), p is measured as the ratia af persons 
captured and indicted ta the total number af affences knawn to the 
police, s is measured by an average punishment rate which is 
expressed in terms af uncanditianal prisan sentences,2 and, finally, 
w is praxied by the average amaunt af leisure time. It, in turn, is 
measured by average annual working hours in manufacturing industry 
and is denoted by wt. 3 Graphs af most af the data are presented at 

the end af this paper. 
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2 ESTlMATION RESULTS 

As mentioned above, the final estimating specification was derived 
either by introducing the laggeddependent variable into (1) or by 
applying the co-integration and-error-correction representation. In 
the latter case, equation (1) was used as a point of departure in 
searching for the co-integrating vector~ The set of socio-economic 
indicators included: Un = rate of unemployment, L = total 
population, L1 = population aged 15 - 24 and M = urban population$ 
It turned out, however, that these variables performed rather poorly 
and so that they were not included in the final estimating 
specifications (the importance of these variables is test~~~ter; 
see Table 2 below). The only exception in terms of additional 
variables is a dum~ variable for 1955 .. The residual sensitfvity 
analysis (including tests for outlier observations; see Krämer and 
Sonn~erger (1986) and Sonnberger et al (1986) for details)} 
suggested that this observation is indeed an outlier. On the other 
hand, there are somi reasons to believe that the basic data are 
somewhat deficient for this year. Thus, a dummY yariable was 
introduced (this did not, however, affect the basic results in any 
way). As an alternative solution for this outlier problem we uS,ed 
Huber's (1981) M-estimator. 4 

< 

We start by scrutinizing the results from the IIhabit persistence ll 

models'reported in Table 1 (see equations (2), (4), (6), (8), (lO) 
and (12))0 The dependent variable is either 10g(1) = larcenies or 
log(r) = robberies. In all cases the exp1anatory variables perform 
strikingly well: the coefficlents are of expected sign and 
magnitude. Thus, an increase in the apprehension probabi1ity and in 
the severity of punishment clearly decrease the number of offences 
while an increase in leisure time increases them. As far as the 
1I1ong-runll (semi-)elasticities are concerned we may notice that in 
the case of SUR estimation the following values can be obtained for 
1arcenies and robberies, respectively: e(Pl) = -.896, e(Pr) = 
-4.136, e(sl) = -.096 and e(sr) = -.045. Thus, a one per cent 
; ncrease i n ,the apprehens'i on probabil i ty (a one month ; ncrease ; n 
sentences) Jecreases larcenies by about one (ten) per cent: 5 
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Before interpreting this result we take a look at the results from 
the eo-integration analysis. First, we analyzed the time series 
properti es of the key time seri es 1, r, P1, Pr, sl, sr and wt usi ng 
the set of tests proposed, for fnstanee, by Engl e and Granger 
(1987). This analysis elearly showed that all of these series are of 
I(l) -type (to save spaee we refrain from reporting these test 
results here; they are, however, available upon re'quest from the 
author). Next, we estimated a eo-integration model, whieh turned out 
be a stoehastie version of equation 1 exeept for the faet the 
socio-economie variables were not included. The relevant estimation 
results are also in presented in Table 1 (see equations (1) and 
(7) ).6 The relatively high v.a.1ues of the Durbin-Watson statistie 
(not to mention other eo-integration test statisties) are elearly in 
aecordanee with the null of eo-integration. Henee, 'the final 
estimating speeifieation takes the error-eorreetion form, that is: 

i = 1, r 

where u is the eo-integrating veetor obtained from the ~orresPQnding, 
co-integrating model (to save spaee, the latter models for equations 
(5) and (11) are not presented here). '< 

The estimation results from the error eorreetion model are rep~rted \ 
in Table 1 (ef. equations (3), (5), (8) and (10)). It is notieeable:" 
that there is no striking differenee between these results and the 
results from the "habit persistenee" moder. Thus, the short-run and, 
long-run el~stieities are very similar. The on1y notieeable , 
differenee eoneerns the elastieity of robberies with respect te the, ~ 
severity of punishment. The 10ng-run elastieity is mueh higher in 
the "habit persistenee ll mode1 than in the error-eerreetion mOde1. 7 

The good ,performanee of our basi e speei,fi eati on i s rei nforeed by ~the ' 
resul ts from a set of di agnos ti e tests (ef. Sonnberger at a 1 . "" 
(1986); a comp1ete set of resu1ts is available upon requestfrom the
author) and by the results from testing for omitted variab1es (see 
Table 2)~ These latter results indieate that some standard 
additiona1 exp1anatory variables have a very low explanatory power 



TABLE 1 

OLS and ROB Estimation Results for Larceny and Robbery olf 

Eq. 1 2 3 4 5 6 ·7 8 9 10 11 12 

Const. 13.942 8.336 .035 7.404 .032 80156 13.310 50056 .027 4.595 .025 5.060 
(43.94) (5.38) (2.06) (3.58) (2.08) (4.70) (53.38) (2.97) (1. 24) (2.42) (0.97) (3.21) 

p -.638 -.464 -.813 -.438 -.964 -.523 -3.301 -!e717 -1.574 -1.519 -1.910 -1.676 
(3.79) (2.70) (1.87) (1. 56) (1. 90) (2.30) (5.02) (2.91) (3.43) (2.74) (3.76) (3.64) 

s -.094 -.058 -.032 -.051 -.031 -.056 -.014 -.017 -.017 -.017 -.010 -.018 
(5.38) (3.20) (1.64) (2.52) (1.32) (3.34) (2.33) (3.23) (2.00) (2.89) (1.27 ) (3.73) 

10g(wt) -3.467 -1.966 -1.919 -1.652 -1.996 -1.902 -7.056 -1.671 -5.356. -1.531 -4.726 -1.661 
(6.02) (3.19) (3.19) (2.14) (2.09) (2.97) (9.96) (1.50) (3.31) (1.14) (2.46) (1.48) 

10g(c(-1)) .402 .487 .416 .598 .634 .594 
( 3 .69) (3.44) (3.37) (4.88) (4.65) (5.26) ...... 

u( -1} -.608 -.529 -.182 -.130 0 

(3.92) (3.46) (1.23 ) (1.25 ) 
d55 -.283 -.203 -.202 -.200 -.424 -.425 -.560 -.425 

(13.52) (10.50) (8.55) (3.18) (9.15) (10.90) (9.62) (3.62) 
R2 .991 .993 .350 .991 .285 .993 .977 .987 .612 .982 .343 .987 
SEE .068 .061 .065 .068 .068 .068 .160 .123 .10b .141 .139 .137 
DW 1.636 1.749 1.823 1.467 1.675 1.767 0.951 1.737 1.860 1.845 2.118 1.771 
LM1 .159 .185 .373 .065 .224 .001 .203 .351 .337 .314 
Estimator OLS OLS OLS ROB ROB SUR OLS OLS OLS ROB ROB SUR 
Dep.var 1 og(1 ) 1 og(1) ld og(1 ) 10g(1) A 10g(1) 1 og(1 ) 10g(r) 10g(r) Alog(r) 10g(r) Alog(r) 10g(r) 

He~eroskedasticity-adjusted t-ratios are in'parentheses. L~U denotes the marginal significance level of 
Godfrey's LM test statistics for first-order autocorrelation (the presence of the lagged dependent variable 1S 
taken into account). ROB denotes Huber' s robust 1\1-estimator and SUR the FIML system estimator for 1 and r. The 
tuning constant in robust estimation 1S set at 1.345. t-ratios are not heteroskedast1city-adjusted in the case 
of ROB and SUR estimation. 
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or their effect on 1 or r is either incorrect or inconsistent. 
Therefore, the resu1ts presented in Tab1e 1 can be considered fina1. 

TABLE 2 

T-test statistics for omitted variab1es 

Eq. (2) Eq. (7 ) Eq. (3) 
" 

Eq .. (8) 

Un 0.57 -1.87 0.77 -1.46 
L 3.38 -0.26 0.46 0.60 
LI 2.37 2.30 1.56 -0.05 
M 1.97 0.27 1.56 2.54 
C 2.29 0.40 -0057 2.60 
T 2.23 -1.11 

."-~ 

Each variab1e is introduced separately into the basic specification 
(the equation number refers to Table 1) and the t-ratio of the 
respective cofficient is computed. Un is the rate of unemp1ayment, L 
tota1 population, LI popu1ation aged 15 - 24, M urban population, C 
volume af cansumptian and T the time trend. In the case of equatians 2 
and 7, a 1ag transfarmatian is made with L, LI, M and C. Accordingly, 
10g differences are used in equations 3 and 8 (hawever, abso1ute 
differences with Un). 

3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper has demonstrated that the increase in larcenies and 
robberies in Finland can be wel1 explained by a Beckerian "economics 
af crime" madel. Thus, the apprehensi on probabil i ty and the severi ty 
of sentences play a key rale in determining the level of and changes 
i n praperty ,crime. The socio-economic iliuicators seem te be' af . 
1esser importance, which, in turn, indicates public policy in terms 
of the resaurces devoted ta public safety and the criminal justice 
system can be very effective. This does not, of course, mean that 
the growth of cr;me can be completely prevented by the actions af 
public authorities. The growth of wealth, or leisure, still has a 
nantr;vial autonomou.s effect on cr;me. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 For an extensive survey of the relevant 1iterature, see e.g. 
Heineke (1978). See a1so Koskela and Viren (1990) where this 
framework is extended by taking into account various sorts of 
taxes and income. 

2 The average punishment rate indicator is obtained by weighting 
the a1ternative forms of sentences in the fo11owing way: 
unconditiona1 prison: 1000, conditiona1 prison .33, 
unconditiona1 penitentiary 1.33; conditiona1 penitentiary .44, 
daily fines .25 (however, for 1951 - 1976, .17). A simi1ar index 
for 1948 - -? 975 -has been constructed by Wah1 roo~ (1981) but he. 
made no difference between conditiona1 and unconditiona1 
sentences. In addition, he converted daily fines to an 
equiva1ent amount of unconditiona1 prison. The data are reported 
in Tab1e 3. See a1so the correspondltlg -figures 3 and 4. 

3 Quite obvious1y, wt does not on1y ref1ect the wea1th effect but 
may a1so correspond to the possib1e income tax rate effect on 
the allocation of time between 1egal and crimina1 activities. 
Unfortunate1y, it is difficult ta derive an operationa1 time 
ser;es fer househo1d wea1th for the period of investigation. In 
fact, we a1so used tota1 consumption expenditure and GDP for 
a1ternative proxies af w but - as is pointed out in the next 
section - they performed rather poor1y in this respect. 

4 The potential endogeneity problems in terms of the 
right-hand-side variables were net considered in this study. 
Partly this is because we do not think that they are very . 
important and partly because af some practi ca1 problems -. tor 
examp1e, the re1ative1y short samp1e period. :- . 

5 p; and s1 were not (log) transformed because untransformed data 
produced somewhat better explanatory power. If, however, log(Pi) 
and 10g (Si) were used instead of Pi and si, the ceefficients af 
log(P1) turned out ta higher than those af 10g(Si}c This implies 
that certainty af punishment is indeed more effective than 
severity in lowering crime rates as suggested by Becker (1968). 

6· Here we use a simple two-step procedure in deriving the 
co-integration vector(s). Although a great number af -
applications of the two-step estimator have been performed, some 
doubts can be raised about its (small sample) performance (cf. 
e.g. Banerjee et al. (1986)). 

7 The exp1anatory power of the error-correction-model is so much 
better that we might prefer that elasticity value. 
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TABLE 3 

Time series data of the punishment rates 

----------------------------------------~~---------------------------
year average punishment measured in average punishment measured in 

terms of unconditional pri son in terms of the share of 
sentences, in months unconditional prison sentences 

of all sentences, % 

1 arceni es robberies total 1 arceni es robberies total 
-------------------~--------~------------------------- ---------------
1951 10.238 33.427 10.674 . 0.617 0.818 0.621 
1952 10.650 35.951 11.216 0.631 0.827 0.635 
1953 10.090 35.014 10.543 0.612 0.864 0.617 
1954 9.358 31.921 9.842 0.602 0.846 0.607 
1955 8.794 23.496 9.099 0.601 0.788 0.605 
1956 8.679 20.435 ... ".- 8.922 0.584 0.735 0.587 
1957 9.233 22.354 9 .575 0.587 0.780 0.592 
1958 9.642 25.559 9.932 0.602 0.78-4 0.605 
1959 8.376 26.978 8.794 0.586 1.000 0.595 
1960 7.355 18.043 7.733 0.587 0.762 0.593 
1961 7.020 19.551 7.444 0.589 0.768 0.595 
1962 7.222 18.707 7.661 0.580 0.762 0.587 
1963 5.492 15.344 5.859 0.595 0.772 0.602 
1964 4.499 15.458 4.889 . 0.574 0.796 0.582 
1965 5.272 14.214 5.547 0.561 0.751 0.567 
1966 5.496 14.785 5.881 0.568 0.745 00575 
1967 .5.602 12.670 50938 0.572 . 0.702 0.578 
196'8 5.842 17.053 6.273 00573 0.773 0.581 
1969 5.028 13 .. 383 5.458 0.529 0.732 . 0.539 
1970 4.154 12.148 4.661 0.6-01 0.754 0.517 
1971· 3.805 10.208 4.152 0.504 0.754 0.517 
1972 2.657 9.726 3.069 0.356 0.779 0.380 
1973~:._ 2.571 12.143 3.161 0.360 0.793 0.387 

·1974 2.347 12.592 2.896 0.342 0.806 0.367 
1975~ 2.484 10.377 2.926 0.350 0.784 0.374 
197<f. 2.377 9.729 2.763 0.353 0.780 0.375 
1977 ~ .. 1.912 12.027 2.390 0.267 0.738 0.289 
19:78 1.577 10.550 1.995 0.229 0.689 0.250 
1979 '. 1.436. 9.219 .1. 793 0.212 0.664 0.232 
1980_~ . 1..198 9.292 1.522 0.175 0.621 0.193 
1981· 1.159 9.898 '1.500 0.170 0.641 0.188 
1982~' 1.070 _.'. 10.528 1.427 0.157 0.671 0.176 
1983;'" 0.973 9.693 1.257 0.154 0.642 0.170 
1984,~ 1.030 8.798 1.277 0.154 0.612 0.169 
1985' . 0.861 10.096 1.116 0.136 0.686 0.151 
19:$6 .. 0.806 10.078 1.029 0.131 0.673 0.144 .... 
--~~-------------~---------------------------------------------------

; .. 
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